T he concept of modelling, i.e. the creation of models or symbols that simulate physical phenomena or systems, has its origins in the early steps of human thought. A number of early scientific models of the world appear in Greece in the period between the 7th and the 5th century RC. and are ascribed to the so-called presocratic philosophers, and lead to the subsequent developments in terms of more complete cosmological or astronomical models. The origins of such developments may be traced in the mythical period preceding the presocratic period. Homer, the first and the greatest mythmaker poet of ancient Greece, who wrote his epics around 750 RC., presages in his work oflliad the creation of models that represent the whole world. More precisely, the conception, the form and the content of Achilles' . shield give an indicative example of the first attempt to formulate a complete model not only of the physical but also of the human world and this is considered here. Early scientific models of the world emerge in Greece in the work of the presocratic philosophers such as Thales, Anaxagoras, Anaximander, etc. Later on, Pythagoras, Plato, and Aristotle interpret the world by means of more complicated mathematical, cosmological, or astronomical models, which get their final integrated form by astronomers such as Eudoxus and Ptolemy. However, the origins of these models may be traced back to the myths of the early period. In the mythical period, the order and the method of myths, as well as the intention of poets to comprehend and express the natural and the human world, gave rise to the then unformed notion of modelling.
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Myths came into being only when human thought was mature enough, so as to attempt to give an account of world's structure and creati~On the one hand, they introduce symbols, such as the gods or the description of the Homeric shield, in order to represent aspects of reality, to represent human activities and explain unknown phenomena and the physical world. In other words, we could say that myths 'act' both as a model and as the modeller itself. The development of the early mythical models has been considered in reference lO • Here, we focus on a particular model appearing in Homer, the Achilles' shield.
In his epic of niad, Homer dedicates almost one whole rhapsody to the construction of Achilles' shield by Hephaestus. The technical descriptions that decorate the poetic verses and unite the poetry with the technology represent a shield as an existent work ofunrivalled art and technique. The shield itself depicts the whole world, natw"al and human, since on it appear not only the earth, the heavenly bodies, and the fixed stars, but also the human cities and activities. Therefore, it constitutes a complete model of the universe as understood at the time. A model that represents by means of a masterly logic and Iandplanning arrangement on one hand the geocentric structure of our solar system, and on the other, the anthropocentric form of the Greek arcbaic society with its cities and human activities.
From the following analytic exposition results also that in the Homeric shield it is possible to find out the fundamental principles of the dialectic thought, the origins of the dynamic dichotomous method that constitute the foundation of the platonic philosophy. It also introduces modelling concepts in a form that is recognised as close to our current understanding.
The Homeric Shield of Achilles

The poetic description
In Iliad, the Homer describes the god of technology, the famous Hephaestus, to construct Achilles' weapons. Among the many other significant works of art, such as the automatic tripods, and the self-adjusting blowers, he also creates the shield of Achilles. This· shield is not only a piece of art, an aesthetical, technical, and philosophical creation, but also a model of the whole world. Even though the whole Homeric description of shield is worth being read by anyone, we choose to quote here only those parts that demonstrate the shield as a model of the world.
Homer starts the description of the shield with the technical details of its construction 2 : "First fashioned Hephaestus a shield, great and sturdy, adorning it cunningly in every part. And round about it set a bright rim, threefold and glittering, and therefrom made fast a silver baldric. Five were the layers of the shield itself. And on it he wrought many curious devices with cunning skill."
He continuous with the description of the images appeared on the shield with the earth, the sky, the sell, the sun, and the moon, i.e. with the perceptible elements of the natural world:
"Therein he wrought the earth, therein the heavens there- After the description of the natural world, Homer places on the shield elements related to the human world. First are the social elements, such as the cities:
"Therein fashioned he also two cities of mortal men exceeding fair. In the one there were marriages and feastings...the folk were gathered in the place of assembly; for there a strife had arisen...and each was fain to win the issue on the word of a daysman."
The first, is the description of a city in peace, where three social functions are represented: marriage, market, and law court. The second city, is a city in war and its description includes scenes, such as armies, the siege, and the battle.
"But around the other city lay in leaguer two hosts of warriors gleaming in annour...The wall were their dear wives and little children guarding, as they stood thereon, and therewithal the men that were holden of old age... Then set they their battle in array and fought beside the riverbanks, and were ever smiting one another with bronze-tipped spears. And amid them Strife and Tumult joined in the fray, and deadly Fate..."
The description of cities follows the description of human activities, i.e. agricultural works, such as the ploughing, the reaping, and the grape-harvest, and stockbreeding works, such as the pasture of bulls and sheep. At the end appear the dance, and other social activities:
"Therein he set also soft fallow-land, rich tilth and wide, that was three times ploughed. Ploughers full many therein were wheeling their yokes and driving them this way and that...Therein he set also a king's demesne-land, 82 Measuremnt+Control V813&1311Ht12D93 wherein labourers were reaping, bearing sharp sickles in their hands...Therein he set also a vineyard heavily laden with clusters, a vineyard fair and wrought of gold. Black were the grapes, and the vines were set up throughout on silver poles ... A n d therein he wrought a herd of straighthorned kine, the kine were fashioned of gold and tin, and with lowing hasted they forth from byre to pasture... Therein also the famed god of the two strong arms wrought a pasture in a fair dell, a great pasture of whitefleeced sheep, and folds, and roofed huts, and pens...Therein furthermore the famed god of the two strong arms cunningly wrought a dancing-floor...There were youths dancing and maidens of the price of many cattle, holding their hands upon the wrists one of the other..."
The last part of the Homeric description refers again to the natural world. The end of shield's description coincides with the end of the natural world, which is the great Ocean:
"Therein he set also the great might of the river Oceanus, around the uttermost rim of the strongly-wrought shield."
(Iliad, XVIII, 483-607)
The above description provides a conceptual model of the universe, human societies, and human activities, and thus may interpreted as an early universal model. Notions of parts and the whole as well as their connectivities are illustrated graphically in this model.
The structure
Even if someone maintains that such a shield has never been constructed and it is only a literary invention, it would be an omission not to see that this poetical description hides a logical structure, which enables the classification of the poetic pictures, and moreover it indicates how the man, at that period, perceives the world. Therefore the description of the shield's construction can be considered as a model of the natural world together with the human cosmos. Man is on the earth and he observes the sun, the
Model of the natural and the human world
The reconstruction of the shield follows the need for its interpretation. What is this shield and what does it symbolise? It is obvious that it is not just a simple weapon. It is a condensed expression not only of the Homeric poetry, but also of the technological and scientific knowledge of that era, and especially of the science of nature, the understanding of society and philosophy, which refers to the method for acquiring knowledge (dialectics). It is remarkable that the elements which appear on the shield are opposite: heaven -sea, sun -moon, citywork, peace -war, natureman, natural worldhuman world. The choice of such opposite elements introduces the concept of contradiction. On the whole, the introduction of the contradiction notion is a considerable discovery ofa cell, an element, a primary model of a relation, a function, or generally of the substance of things. This concept characterises the ancient Greek philosophical thought, from Homer to Aristotle, and their efforts to describe, last one, the fourth, that is marginal outermost wreath, the Oceanus. This complicated model of natural and human world has been constructed l and has the form ofa circular shield as all the post-Mycenaean shields in the Homeric era. Besides the poet's intention to include in a universal form the whole world corresponds only to the perfect figure of a circle. Thus the description starts from the centre of the circle, where the earth is placed, according to the prevalent geocentric conception of the world, and ends up to the outermost ring of the shield, where the Ocean is placed. The geometric construction provided by the shield provides an early form of structural modelling. The different categories, subsystems, are placed in different rings, divided into sub-categories that follow the Homeric description shown in Figure 1 .
The analytical design of each category and its details lead to a subjective depiction of the shield, i.e. a reconstruction of the Homeric model given in Figure 2 moon, the heaven, and the sea, which make the physical world. He places therefore the earth in the centre and above it is the heaven, beneath it is the sea, and left and right of it are the moon and the sun respectively. He is also able to observe the stars, which help him to . orientate himself. 
+ FealUre
Dynamic and philosophic model
The description of Achilles' shield is not only a model of the natural and the human world, a static analysis of the contradiction included into this world, but also a model of the world's creation method, and an early expression of philosophical dialectic method that leads from the simple to the complicated, and from the fundamental to the particular. More precisely the Homeric shield provides an early form of the Dichotomous Division Method of Plato. Plato in his work of Sophist develops this method in his attempt to give the proper definition of SophistS. By this method, which is based on the principle 'the one is divided into two', Plato creates a genealogical tree of all the concepts related to his subject. In other ...;;~) words, he tries to classify these .Oil... concepts in successive levi } eIs, by means of añ inductive reasoning process, a logical algorithm that goes from the general to the particular. This platonic method is a dynamical process that goes either from the general to the particular, from the result to the cause (analysis), or from the particular to the general, from the result to the cause (synthesis). This genealogical tree leads from the general category the opposite properties of cold and hot, of rare and dense, of moist and dry, and of dark and bright that are unified and take the form of earth and heaven shown in Figure 4. tl The model of human social and economic activities leads to the philosophical interpretation that is completed during the classical period and represented by Figure 5 . Such spherical models are described in the writings of the period and they provide taxonomy of elements, and relations. They represent L forms of early conceptual, structural models for nature and hu~so«jety and in them we find the notion of system, which however does not appear here explicitly. • Choice, distinction and differentiation among the substantial elements, which are included in the model.
• Land-planning setting of principles and elements and detection of the sequence among them.
• Determination of contradictions and assessment of the relations between the elements.
The geocentric model of natural world contains not only the four fundamental elements of earth, water, fire, and air that became later the basis for the physical presocratic interpretation of the world, but also the four signs of horizon that are determined astronomically by the fixed stars of the celestial sphere shown in Figure 3 .
Such models are developed much more later, for example by Anaxagoras (500-428 RC.), who considers that the world has in its centre the Mind (Nous), and contains 
Clb,4···
(b' The Homeric shield constitutes a two-fold model, or in other words the combination of the physical world's model with the model of social and economic human life. The synthesis of these two models constitutes also the integrated scheme of shield's inspirer. What was this scheme? We could assert that Homer's plan was to represent in a spherical model both the physical and the human, and to combine in it all the steps of human thought and creation. Thus, the Homeric shield relates: (a) the poetry with the art; (b) the art and technology with the systematic study of the natural things, i.e. with the science; (c) the science with the systematic interpretation of the human relations, i.e. with the philosophy, and; (d) the philosophy with the highest expedition of representing and interpreting the world, i.e. with the poetry itself. Therefore, in the extensive description of his hero's (genus) to the particular species through the dichotomous method that can be characterised by means of binary numbers (0, I). Each species is detennined by a combination of these binary numbers as shown in Figure 6 . A Cartesian and a polar fonn of this division method are shown in Figure 7 . The Homeric shield could be considered as the polar fonn of this dichotomous method and in general as the precursor of the philosophical and scientific ideas of the classical period. An analytic presentation of this division method applied on the Homeric shield is given in Figure 8 . shield, Homer undertakes to determine the frame into which all the human acts take place, and especially the very facts of the tragic epic. In a way, the epic of Iliad appears as an event, a detail of the shield's depictions. It seems as if the whole is enclosed in the particular, the system in the model. Achilles' shield is an early conceptual model that indicates structure, parts and relations between them. The geometry of the circle and its partitioning is the tool to introduce structure. Such a model also provides an early notion of a system, but does not define it formally. The dynamics of processes are not defined and notions of mathematical modell1ng are not present. Such developments follow in the subsequent period.
Summary
